What Matters Most to Make Projects Work
By Eddie Obeng Video: 2 Minutes

If you want to know what is most crucial to your projects' success, check for failure points.

Producing Remarkable Projects
By: Michael Port Video: 3 Minute

Rules for producing remarkable projects are, be passionate about the project or get passionate by developing new skills.

Don't Sit on Bad News in Project Management
By: Clive Mather Video: 3 Minutes

The best leaders create simultaneous conditions of safety and stretch.

Effective Communications for Project Management
By: Ralph L. Kliem Book: 236 Pages

Effective communication on projects is a challenging, ongoing process for project managers and stakeholders at all levels within an organization.

A Guide to the Human Resource Body of Knowledge (HRBoK)
By: Sandra Reed Book: 624 Pages

An essential reference for HR professionals and HRCI certification candidates.